Inside the New Pocket Calculators
The HP-21 type of calculator isn't just a stripped-down
version of older HP pocket calculators, but an entirely
new design.
by Michael J. Cook, George M. Fichter, and Richard E. Whicker

THE HP-21 AROSE FROM THE NEED to follow its
predecessor, the HP-35, with a lower-priced
hand-held scientific calculator. The HP-35 was, in a
way, a tough act to follow. Its low-cost successor
couldn't be merely a stripped-down factory special,
for it isn't possible to change part of the HP-35 design
without destroying the integrity of the design.
Instead, the HP-21 required a totally fresh design
with an integrity of its own, taking advantage of late
refinements of technology in the areas of displays,
integrated circuits, batteries, and assembly.
The HP-21, for the most part, uses the architecture
of the HP-35 but requires fewer integrated-circuit
packages to implement all the functions found in the
earlier chip set (see Fig. 1). Two reductions in pack
age count were obtained by combining the anode
drivers with the ROM into one 18-pin plastic package
and by incorporating all the arithmetic, register, and
control circuits on a second chip in a 22-pin plastic
package. Clock driving circuits are contained on each
chip, thereby saving one more package.
Another improvement, both in cost and in appear
ance, is the use of a smaller, two-cell battery. The
nominal 2.5-volt supply must be converted to four
volts for operating the displays, resulting in some loss
of efficiency, but since the bipolar display cathode
driver now used does not require a converted voltage,
the loss is nearly made up.
Arithmetic, Control, and Timing Circuit (ACT)

This circuit combines the functions of the first
generation's arithmetic and register circuit, control
and timing circuit, and clock driver circuit and in
cludes several new capabilities. All of these circuits
could not simply be put together unchanged because
more pins would have been required than were on
the package. To reduce this number, several pins are
used for multiple functions. The cathode driver

scans the key rows, so the ACT circuit needs only
five lines to scan the key columns and one line to
synchronize the cathode driver, instead of the pre
vious design's eight lines for the key rows and five
lines for the key columns. One line is used to send
display data to the ROM and anode driver as well as
to send addresses and receive instructions. The
older design used ten lines for these functions.
The addressing structure has been changed to al
low direct addressing of 4096 instructions. This
means that at the end of a subroutine, control can
pass back to the calling location from any location,
instead of from only 255 locations. An additional
level of subroutine nesting is included, so one sub
routine can be called from within another. The num
ber of status bits is increased to 16, and a four-bit
register has been added to remember the display for
mat requested by the user.
The original HP-35 stack is retained, but there are
now two storage registers on the ACT circuit instead
of only one. This is not readily apparent to the HP-21
user unless he needs to use the full stack and do tran
scendental functions at the same time. In the HP-35
the highest entry of the stack was lost, whereas in the
HP-21 it is not lost. The stack registers are labeled
X (display), Y, Z, and T. The storage registers are M
and N. There are three working registers: A (= X),
B, and C.
The ACT circuit also performs hexadecimal (modu
lus 16) arithmetic in addition to decimal. This func
tion is used in display formatting in the HP-21 and
HP-25, but may be of more interest to designers if the
ACT circuit is to be used in instruments.
Data Storage Chip

This optional chip is used in the HP-22 and HP-25.
To allow it to store programs, it was arranged that
keycodes could be sent either to the ROM or to the A
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Fig. of . and three members of the HP-21 family differ in the amount of read-only memory and data
storage they contain. Keys activate microprograms stored in the ROM, causing the arithmetic,
control, and timing circuit to perform the indicated function.

ROM

register on the ACT chip, and that the A register
could send previously stored keycodes to the ROM.
The C register communicates with the data storage re
gisters, so by exchanging portions of the contents of
the A and C registers, keycodes could be sent to and
retrieved from the data storage registers. To aid in
editing programs (i.e., sequences of keycodes), a cir
cular shift function was added to the A register. This
enables the data in the A register to be rotated with
out losing information.
The data storage chip is more versatile than its pre
decessor in that direct register addressing is pos
sible, that is, the instruction itself contains the number
of the register into which data is to be stored, or from
which data will be retrieved. Previously a register
number had to be built up in the C register, and then
two instructions used, "C to data address" and either
"C to data" or "data to C." These indirect data regis
ter addressing instructions are also still available.

The ROM consists of 10,240 bits of read-only mem
ory, organized as 1024 words of 10 bits each. Four
pages of microinstructions can be stored on one chip,
and up to four chips can be addressed directly by the
ACT circuit.
12-bit addresses are received on the instruction/ad
dress (Is) line, least significant bits first. The two
most significant bits enable one of four chips to out
put instructions onto the Is line. Thus, up to 4096 mi
croinstructions may be programmed in a maximum
system. Unlike the HP-35 quad ROM, any 12-bit ad
dress sent to the ROM chip will be recognized, regard
less of previous addresses.
Display Circuit

During each 56-bit word time, the ACT chip sends
information to the ROM/display chip for displaying
one digit. A character ROM in the display circuit con9
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verts the input to seven-segment format and then
multiplexes through the segments sequentially.
With a 12-digit display, the duty cycle for each seg
ment is 1/96 or about 1%. This requires a peak current
of 30 mA to maintain an average current of 300 /u,A.
This is a relatively high current for MOS and requires
devices well over 100 mils (0.25 cm) wide.
To allow the use of multiple ROMs without dupli

cating the display function, a mask option can elimin
ate all power consumed in this portion of the chip.
Typically, ROM 0 contains the display function and all
other ROMs do not.
Five of the characters in the display ROM may be
reprogrammed to any seven-segment character.
Three of these characters generate E, r, and o to
spell Error.

Packaging the New Pocket
Calculators
by Thomas A. Hender
over-center breakaway tactile feel of our former calculator
keys has been retained, and the molded design of the key-strip
actuating surfaces on the undersides of the keys eliminates the
control bumps needed on earlier models.

Objective: design a "shirt-pocket" calculator package for
minimum factory cost, with reliability equal to or better than that
of the HP-35 family. HP quality standards must be maintained.
Shirt-pocket size was achieved by reducing the number of
keys from 35 to 30 (one less horizontal row) and by spacing the
keys closer together. Spacing is the minimum deemed comfort
able for the majority of users. Also, the display was reduced
from 15 to 12 digits, and decimal points share positions with
their digits.
The HP-21 uses only two rechargeable size AA Nl-Cad bat
teries instead of the three required in the HP-35 family. This fea
ture saves almost thirty grams of weight. The total weight of the
HP-21 is 1 65 grams. Apart from the obvious weight saving ac
companying its smaller size, the HP-21 package contains
fewer parts: no backbone support, no key-spacing grid and no
display window welding frame. Structural rigidity is designed in
to the monocoque or box shape of the battery compartment in
the bottom case, and in the heat-staked egg-crate configura
tion of the top case and keyswitch printed circuit assembly
(plastic posts on the top case fit through holes in the keyswitch
printed circuit assembly; heat is then applied to deform the ends
of the posts and rivet the two parts together).
Lower production costs of this package are mainly due to
minimal assembly time, including testing. Only two screws fas
ten the HP-21 togetherâ€” a reduction of ten from the HP-35. The
display is an integral plug-in assembly. Modular construction
eases handling and any necessary touch-up operations; for
instance, there are no electronic components or soldering on
the keyswitch printed circuit assembly.
The battery pack case doubles as part of the calculator's bot
tom outside surface, eliminating a separate battery-retaining
panel. The battery jumper spring provides the force that holds
the pack in the calculator, so latches are not needed. Battery
terminals are automatically assembled into the logic board dur
ing fabrication. This feature eliminates the manual wiring and
terminal fastening required in the previous generation's de
sign. The ac terminal pins are mounted similarly. Electrical
integrity is provided by a flow-soldering operation which
connects all electronic components to the logic board. All keys
except the blue prefix key are molded in two clusters, which are
mechanically separated during loading into the keyboard bez
el. This reduces the number of parts handled from thirty to
three and minimizes assembly operator errors and fatigue.
That this innovation works is largely because of the creative
efforts of the plastic mold designers and craftsmen of the HP
Manufacturing Division, whose continuing high standards of ex
cellence contributed much to the success of the HP-21. The
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Richard E. Whicker
Rich Whicker, project leader for
the HP-21 series, graduated from
the University of Illinois in 1966
with a BSEE degree. For the next
six years he did MOS logic design
for a semiconductor company,
then continued in that specialty
after joining HP in 1972, Born in
San Francisco, Rich now lives in
Santa Clara, California. He's mar
ried and has three children, a
daughter and two sons. For a
change of pace from the job Rich
plays piano, builds radio con
trolled models and, like a bus
driver who goes for a drive on his holiday, works out elecIronic ideas of his own.
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Fig. 2. Arithmetic, control, and timing chip.

Cathode Driver

Michael J. Cook
â€” Mike Cook developed the ACT
â€¢P^^"~ - chip for the HP-21 series. He
ill ' ' joined HP in 1973 with an exteni[>'(l\ ' sive background in the design of
fcfAL-"Â» MOS LSI circuits. Born in Watford,
\V " Hertfordshire, England, Mike
) earned his BSc and MSc degrees
.:' ., in electrical engineering at the
^j^^Pi - University of Southhampton in
1963 and 1966, then came to the
United States to work for an aircraft company as a systems
"^ designer. Later he joined a semi
conductor company, designing
l^lL^^^fl nore than 50 MOS LSI circuits and
serving briefly as MOS applications and marketing manager for
that company in Germany. He speaks German and French as
well as English and is a student of comparative linguistics.
Mike is married, has three daughters, and lives in Cupertino,
California. His interests include classical music, color printing,
and sketching.

In designing the cathode driver circuit for the
HP-21 calculator, the main objective was to have a cir
cuit with extremely low power consumption, a prime
requirement for the HP-21 since only a two-cell bat
tery pack is used. Functionally, the custom designed
bipolar driver chip consists of a 12-bit shift register,
twelve cathode drivers each with a current limiting
feature, low-battery detection circuit, input buffer,
and timing control gating. The 12-bit shift register
turns on the twelve cathode drivers one at a time.
The LED digit display drive technique used in the
HP-21 is different from that employed in the HP-35.
In both cases the segment drivers (anode) and the dig
it drivers (cathode) are scanned one digit at a
time, one segment at a time, but the HP-21 does it by
switching dc voltages while the HP-35 uses an induc
tive charge-discharge method. When they are on, the
anode drivers of the HP-21 are dc sources for the in
dividual LED segments, while the anode drivers for
the HP-35 drive each LED segment indirectly by first
charging an inductor which then discharges through
the LED segment. The HP-21 method requires signifi
cantly fewer components.

Correction
The article entitled Active Probes Improve Precision ol Time Interval Measurements
(Hewlett-Packard Journal. October 1975) understated trie accuracy achieved by the Model 1 722A
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Oscilloscope in time interval measurements. The accuracy of the Model 1 722A for mam time base
settings between 100 ns.'div and 20 ms.'div is specified conservatively as -05% of measurement

The authors would like to thank the following peo
ple for their contributions to this project: Bosco
Wong for the design of the cathode driver chip, Les
Moore for the assembly and debugging of the bread
board, Mark Linsky for the design of the power sup-

Ã- O 02% of full scale for measurements less than 1 cm. and Â±05Â°= of measurement rO.05%
of full are for measurements greater than 1cm Typical measurement accuracies are more than
three specified better than this. The time base calibration period has not been specified because it
has not calibration a significant contributor to inaccuracy Experience shows that yearly calibration may
be sufficient for instruments maintained in a laboratory environment. The time base temperature
coefficient is specified as Â±0.03%/CC and short term stability is better than 0.01%.
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Thomas A. Hender
Tom Hender was responsible for
the product design and pack
aging of the HP-21 series. Born in
Cobourg, Ontario, Canada, he
served in the Royal (British) Navy
during the second world war, then
attended British Admiralty College
(Devonport Division), graduating
in 1947 with a BSc degree in me
chanical engineering. His en
gineering career includes work
on punched-card machines,
line printers, point of sale terminals,
and related peripheral mechan
isms. He joined HP in 1973. Tom
is married, has three daughters, and lives in San Jose, Califor
nia. He serves his church as choir director and enjoys pho
tography, chess, and model railroading.

George M. Fichter
George Fichter designed the
I
read-only memory for the HP-21
series. A native of New York City
. (Brooklyn), he graduated from
. I Stevens Institute of Technology
^^^L ^L L with a BS degree in 1965, spent
^^B|T.W* MX years as a U.S. Air Force memt M I teorologis}, and then returned to
jM W^. i\ school at the University of WashÃL. ngton. earning a BSEE degree in
: ' ^ ^ 1 9 7 2 a n d a n M S i n c o m p u t e r
science in 1973. He joined HP in
1973. George is married and has
a son and a daughter. An accom
plished musician, he plays French
horn and experiments with computer music using an HP 2100
Computer. He's also learning to fly and hopes to get his private
pilot's license this year. The Fichters live in Los Altos, California.

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS
HP-21 Scientific Calculator
PREPROGRAMMED FUNCTIONS
ARITHMETIC *, -, Â«. LOGARITHMIC. e*. In x, log x, 10
TRIGONOMETRIC sin x
s i n x , c o s x a r c c o s x t a n t arc Ian x
OTHER y", \"x7 1/x. ,
c t a n g u l a r p o l a r c o o r d i n a t e c nversion. degreesradians mode selectior
REGISTER ARITHMETIC additit
in. or division
operations can be performed on
orage register
NUMERIC NOTATION
FLOATING POINT 10 digit mantissa and sign
S C I E N T I F I C A s i g n a n d i n t e g e r f o l l o w e d b y u p t o s e n possible decimal
places. The exponent consists of a sign and two digits.
MIXED FLOATING POINT AND SCIENTIFIC Mixed numeric notation may be
entered as data After performance ol any operation data reverts to floating
point or scientific notation as applicable.
ROUNDING TO LAST DISPLAYED DIGIT Internal operations are calculated to
within 1 0 digits
DISPLAY
NUMERIC AND DECIMAL POINT 6 ighl- segment, kght-emtting diode (LED|
Digit and decimal point are contained within a single eight-segment LED
digit
SIGN Eight-segment light-emitting diode
12-digit display including two sign digrts
MAXIMUM DISPLAY NUMBER 1 9 9999999 - 10***
DISPLAY FORMAT Fixed notation and scientific notation as specified
SPECIAL INDICATIONS:
Overflow All nines (9 9999999 99)
Underflow Zero in scientific notation In fixed notation automatically
would otherwise appear to be zero
Low Battery Inverted decimal points tor 30 seconds to ' ; hour be
fore display blanks
Improper Operation Error written on display
DYNAMIC RANGE: 9 999999999 - 10Â«to1 â€¢ 10 ** and 0
NUMBER OF KEYS: 30 1 on off switch. 1 degree radian switch
MEMORY REGISTERS: sÂ« total
Four working registers in an operational stack
One storage register
One hidden register for tngonometnc function computation
DATA ENTRY
Exponent entry
Negative number entry (CHS)
PACKAGING
High-impact, contoured beige plastic i ABS) calculator case
All solid state electronics
Light- emitting diode (LED) display
SPEED: a one second maximum tor all preprogrammed functions (200 kHz clock
speed)
POWER
Â«ECHARGEPS: European. 103-127 and 206-254 Vac 50-60 Hz. U K Desktop,
206-254 Vac. 50-60 Hz. United States. 90-127 and 180-254 Vac. 50-60 Hz
5 watts, plastic box Recharger warm to the touch in normal operation
BATTERY 350 mW denved from 2-cell Quick recharge nickel -cadmium battery
pack Operating time 3 to 5 hours Approximately 6 hours to recharge com
pletely discharged battery pack when calculator is not tn operation Approxi
mately 1 7 hours lo recharge completely discharged battery pack when calcu
lator is operating under maximum load lad 6 s displayed) Battery pack must be
in place for calculator to operate
WEIGHT
CALCULATOR WITH BATTERY PACK 6 oz (170 grams)
RECHARGER 5 oz 1 142 grams)
SHAPING WEIGHT 1'i fc (682 grams), approximaiety
CALCULATOR DIMENSIONS
LENGTH 5'-iin|1302cm)
WIDTH 2 1 1 16 in (6.83 cm)
HEIGHT 1 3 16 in (3.02 cm)
PRICE IN U.S.A.: $100.

HP-22 Business Calculator
FINANCIAL FUNCTIONS:
n Number of periods
i Periodic interest rate
PV Present value oÃ- money
FV Future value of money

12Â« Converts yearly periods lo monthly penods
12 - Converts annual interest to interest rate per month
ACC Compules accumulated mleresl between any two time penods o< a loan
INT Calculates simple interest
BAL Gives remaining loan balance at any point in time
%i Percent one number is o! total
: Calculate percentage of a number
A% Percent of difference between two numbers
BEGIN-END SWITCH This switch is a special convenience which works m
conjunction with the financial keys in calculating payments due at the beginning
or end ol the period lor annuities, leases, loans and other transactions
STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS:
Ã.+ Provides the number of entries and sums two variables
1 Adjusts data, corrects an incorrect I - entry
L R Linear regression, linear functions between two points
Ã¯ Mean or arithmetic average
s Standard deviation
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS:
In Computes natural logarithm (base e) of value in display
e Natural antilog raises e to value in display
y* Raises number in Y register to value in display
x Square root of number in display
ARITHMETICAL FUNCTIONS:
Subtract
Add
Multiply
Divide
CHS Changes a positive number to a negative number
MEMORY REGISTERS:
10 separate addressable memories with full register arithmetic
5 financial registers
4 operational stack registers with stack roll-down for review
DATA MANIPULATIONS; DISPLAY CONTROL: STORAGE FUNCTIONS:
x^y Exchange contents of the X and Y registers
R| Rolls down the stack to review contents
C L X

C l e a r s

d i s p l a y

CLEAR Cleats display, slack and storage registers, resets financial status
indication
RESET Resets financial status indicators and clears only statistical dala
ENTER' Copies number displayed in X register into Y register, also separates
numerical entries by moving entries up m operational stack
RCL Recalls a number to the X register from a storage register
STO Stores displayed value into one of the 1 0 storage registers
â€¢Ã Gold shift key. selects functions pnnted m gold on keyboard
DISPLAY:
10 significan) digits 16 - 2 digit < uponent displayed in scientific notation)
F i x e d d e c i m a l n o t a t i o n w i t h a u l â€¢malic overflow and underflow mÃ-o scientific
notation
Scientific notation with dynamic range of 10 " to 1099
Automatic decimal point positioning and selective round-ofl
Indicators lor improper operations (Error in display) and low battery condition
(lighted dea ma I points)
Light-emitiing diode (LED) display recessed for better contrast m harsh lighting
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS:
OpÃ©rales 3 to 5 hours on rechargeable batteries Â¡under 6 hours to recharge)
Specially designed recessed plug to prevent
Solid state electronics with all critical connections gold-plated
Tactile feedback keyboard Positive contact action assures accurate entry of
dala
Heavy gauge compact case contoured lo fit the hand
Uitrasoracaty welded impact resistant case
Plastic kquKJ-bamer shield und*> keyboard sealed to resist entry of moisture
Keys are double infection moldeo: to help prevent me legend from wearing oft
PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CALCULATOR LENGTH S'l m |13.02 cm)
CALCULATOR WOTH 2 1 1 16 in (6,83 cm)
CALCULATOR HEIGHT 1 3 1 6 in (3.02 cm)
CALCULATOR WEIGHT 6 oz 1 170.1 g)
HECHAHGER WEIGHT 5ozi141.8g)
SHIPPING WEIGHT approx 1"i It) <680 g)
O P E R A T I N G T E M P E R A T U R E R A N G E 3 2 = F I t 113=F (0Â°C to45tC)
CHARGING TEMPERATURE RANGE 5ÃF ti 104 F H5=C lo40*C)
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE 40= F to 131 F (4ffC to SS'C)
POWER REQUIREMENTS
AC 1 00- 127V Or 200-254 V Â± 10%. 50 lo 60 Hz. 5 watts
BATTERY 2 75 Vdc mcxel-cadmmm rechargeable battery pack
PRICE IN U.S.A.: $165
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HP-25 Programmable Calculator
PROGRAMMING
Program writing capability
Single step execution or inspection ol a prog rar
Pause (to display intermedÃ-ate result]
Program editing capability
8 relational tests: x<y, x = y, x^y. x<0, x*0, x^
Conditional branching
KEYBOARD COMMANDS:
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
3 angular modes (degrees, radians, grads)
Sinx

Arc COS x

Tan x
Are tan x
Rectangular coordinales = polar coordÃ-nales
Decimal angle (time) ^ Angle in degrees (hours) minutes seconds
LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS:
Logx

10"
STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS
Mean and standard deviation
Positive and negative s
grvmg n, i.x, ix*. iy, Ixy
OTHER FUNCTIONS
Integer (gives only integer portion ol
Fraction (gives only fractional portioi
Absolute (gives absolute value ol x)

Register arithmetic in all B addressable register
Addition, subtraction, multiplication or division ir

Hxed seÃ±al, chain or

DATA STORAGE AND POSITIONING OPERATIONS
Data entry
Stack roll down
i y interchange
Data storage
Data recall
Change sign
Enter exponent
MEMORY:
4-register stack
Last < register
6 addressable registers
Program memory for storage of up to 49 steps
LIGHT-EMITTING OIOOE DISPLAY:
Displays up to 10 significan) digits. 8 plus two-digit exponent in scientific and
engineering notation and appropriate signs Three selectable display modes
fixed point (with automatic overflow and underflow into soentrhc). engineering
and scientific with dynamic range of 1099 to 10 " Automatic decimal point
positioning. Selectrve round-off, range 0-10 dÃ-gits m fixed potnl. 0-8 digils in
scientific 0-8 in engineering notation Error appearing m display indrcates
improper operation: low battery indicator
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS: OpÃ©rales on fast-Charge battery pack or ac
(Battery recharges in 6-17 hours) Tactile feedback keyboard Polyethelene
iiQind -barrier shield under keyboard. Compact case of high-impact plaste with
recessed display Recessed recharger ac plug receptacle Solid state
OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS
POWER AC.115or230V. r 10%. 50to60Hz. 5 watts Batlery SOOmwdenv
from mckel -cadmium rechargeable cattery pack
WEIGHT HP-25 6 oz (170 g) with battery pack Recharoer 5 oz (142 g)
SHIPPING WEIGHT Approx 1.5 bs ( 7 kg)
DIMENSIONS
LENGTH 5.1 inches |130 cm)
WIDTH 2 7 inches (6.8 cm)
HEIGHT 1 2 inches (3.0 Cm)
TEMPERATURE RANGE
OPERATING 32Â°F to 1 13Â°F (Q-C lo 45Â°C)
CHARGING 59= to 104=F (15=C to 40"C)
PRICE INU.S.A-: S195
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: ADVANCED PRODUCTS DIVISION
19310 Prunendge Avenue
Cupertino. Caktorrta 95104 USA

